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1. Two Report of WorkingParty 1 on ICC Resolutions (G/33 and G/28)

Mr. R. ASHFORD (Chairman of the Working Party) introduced the two
reports, which contained unanimous recommendations. Tho first report (G/28)
submitted to the CONTRACTING PARTIES for their approval the Codes of
Standard Practices on Documentary Requirements and on Consular Formalities.
While the first had been only slightly changed with respect to the Sixth
Session draft, considerably stronger terms had been agreed upon for the
Recommendations on Consular Formalities. A further recommendation was
submitted to the CONTRACTING PARTIES on the treatment of existing contracts
when import and export restrictions were introduced or intensified. The
ICC Resolutions on Valuation for Costoms Purposes andon the Nationality
of ManufacturedGoods had been carefully examined and it had been found
that further information was required before any positive action could be
recommendedto the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

With its second report (G/33) the Working Party submitted for approval
the unanimously agreed textof the International Convention to Facilitate

the Importation of Commercial Samples and Advertising Material. It was
recommended that theCONTRACTING PARTIESfinalizethe text and open the

Convention forsignatureon 1 February 1953. Signatures would be accepteditIm iOtvahds800hich datecountriesbythe 8eearb.ear tti~Z~ Jn 15_e whic Waecotre

sion.Hefeltthatthe/-gi1; 440r0 0̂pofioe8iop.. iet tprovedalthoughchangesofsubstanceConvent on haia o ahwore not ver great
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Mr. ROUX (European Customs Union Study Group) took the opportunity
to announce, before dealing with the subject which was before the
CONTRACTING PARTIES, that the required number of ratifications of
the Convention of 22 December 1950, for the creation of the Customs
Co-operation Council had been reached. He was pleased to inform the
CONTRCATING PARTIES of the birth of this new organization which
intended to pursue a policy of close collaboration with the CONTRACTING
PARTIES. This organization would limit its activities to the field
of customs technique and would carefully avoid problems of economic
policy. He added that the 1950 Convention was open to accession by all
countries whether European or not and whether they had accepted the
Conventions of the same date on Customs Nomenclature and on Valuation
for Customs Purposes.

Reverting to the question of valuation as considered in the reports
before them, he stated that although the Brussels Convention on Valuation
had already been signed by some contracting parties to the General
Agreement, it was not yet in force. Inspired by the principles of
Article VII of the Agreement, it provided a practical definition of value
capable of being applied by customs administrations and of giving traders
those legal guarantees to which they were legitimately entitled. He
felt that the Working Party had been wise in suggesting that, before
passing judgment on the Brussels Definition, it would be proper and useful
to see the definition in operation for a reasonable period.

With respect to the origin and provenance of goods, the Customs
Union Study Group had already tackled this difficult problem and he agreed
that it was too delicate to be examined without a proper preliminary
investigation and collection of information. As to the recommendations
of the Working Party relating to documentary requirements, consular
formalities and formalities connected with quantitative restrictions, he
considered that they bore the marks of liberalism and caution.

Te,Study Group had also examined the oquesmtion O saplesend had
reached oncludions similar to those contained in t ereports under-
consideration. He was gratifieed to not that the Working Party had
gone into such a deamitailed exnationcu oomsf the st tresatpment ofamles
and extended his congratulati.ons to Mr Ashford aneagued hiscolls for
a cdraft whih was more complete than the League of Nattion' tex of 1923
and capable of giving the trading world facilities which wouhlld be higy
ap.preciated

M . ICUc!R;(anre) exp-esedhis praiste for ffh effortts of he;
Working Party which woulld nresuefinitet i a dimproovemevernmentnt f go

ions rn tctcies ont onyl in thcustmso reatmwatentfamplesse-
balut isohn te field of umdotacyereqnr uiremsenndct olnsformalities.uar
:e auimitynnxf eth W rking Party was ievdence -f thi spirit ocollabor-f 0a:on ofiitmems nser choeawhom hahadh toaabtdonrocedurestowhichp00es 0 00;: oul0"000 00 S f'000
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they were attached for the sake of reaching an acceptable agreement.
The study suggested by the Working Partyon the questions of valuation
and nationality of goods would serve a useful purpose in tending towards
the uniform application of the principles of Articles VII and VIII.
Thanks were due to the International Chamber of Commerce and to the
European Customs Union Study Group for their contribution of experience.

Mr. KILGORE (Canada) was gratified that the proposals of the Chamber
had been carefully scrutinized by the Working Party. He hoped that the
recommendations on documentary requirements, consular formalities and
existing contracts would be adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. His
Government already adhered to all the principles contained in these
recommendations and supported any attempt to extend their application. He
was pleased to note that the various changes made at the present Session
to the Convention on Samples, tended to liberalize the provisions. He
had received the final text toolate, however, to obtain instructions from
his Government and could not, as suggested in paragraph 3 of the Report
(G/28), agree to "adopt" the text but only to submit it to his Government
for examination.

Mr. SINGH (India) congratulated the Working Party and its Chairman.
He had no comments to make on the first Report (G/28) except to express
satisfaction that the secretariat had been entrusted with a further study
of the questions of valuation and nationality of manufacture goods.
He also reserved his position with regard to the adoption of the text.

Mr. ISIK (Turkey) congratulated the Working Party on its work but
reserved his position on certain points. With regard to Annexes A and B
of the first Repot, he felt there was a certain contradiction in their
terms in that the first recognized that governments might "in certain
cases" require certificates of origin, consular invoices, etc. whilst
in the Standard Practices on Consular Formalities it was recommended that
such documents be abolished. He said that there were cases in which
his countrymight require such documents and the Standard Practices had
not indicated when such a requirement was permissible. He therefore
reserved his position on this point. Furthermore, if consular formalities
were maintained,it would be difficultto impose fees at a flat rate;
governments would not only have to resort to other sources of income
to replace the loss of revenuebut traders also might suffer in that small
consignments would be taxed at an unduly high rate. While it was not the
intention of his Government tocontinue indefinitenly to require consular
fees, it might be premature to abolish them at this stage, and he reserved
his position on this matter.nalq.t;,ri ;0' .;o:;s,, ,'
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Mr. VALLADAO (Brazil) said that, having participated in the work,his delegation had done all it cauld to assist the Working Party to
obtain agreement on the points at issue but would have to reserve its
position on the Code of Standard Practices relating to consular formalities
pending study by their Goverment. They would have to make similar
reservation on the Samples Convention.

a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Mr. SCUTT (Haiti) said that his delegation favoured in principle

the recommendations contained in the report but that his Goverm'nt
was at present not in a position to abolish consular invoices nor to
reduce consular fees.

Mr. LECKIE (United Kingdom) wished to dispel a undeanding
as to the consequences of an adoption of the text of the Samples Convention
by the CGTRACTNG PARTIESS The CONTRACTING PARTIES were ;ased to finalize
the text annexed to the report and this did not mean that contracting
parties would, in any.ay, be omitted to sign or ratify the Convention.
Since this matter had now been tuddied in two iesions of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, it would b regrettable if this stage of the work were not
completed now and he hoped that the C(KTTNG PARTIES would agree to
open the Convention for signature:

His Government considered the recommendations on documentary
requirements and consular foxalities- great ance over anything that
had hitherto been done in this field and he hoped they would comnd
themselves to the CONMATING PARTIES.

Mr. PANSEGROU (South A0fc) said his delegation had Otuded'the
reports of the Working fry with, irest and thought the work had been
Uatu.

In view of the rems f te United Kgdom representative,
and provided it wae clear that no government tasc it -by t adoption
of the text of the report and of the convention to eventual signture
he would not reserve the position of his delegation on this matter.
Although the reoienation on quantitatfi reotctis had been weakened
in his view, as compared with earlier tx. he ed fully with. the
contents of the recomindations onhdocumentay requirements and consular
formalities.

He was glad to note that no standard definitions o valuation aid
nationality of goods had been put forward:y the Working Par. He;
expressed the Mgivings of his delegation, however, at the sugesion
that the CONACTING PARTIES pur Ifuthestdo ways to gve
effect to the pricip16of Artiole II of the Agreement.f rtcle V;i
had required long disoseo in he course of thaef g of the
General Agreemef and was now included in Part 1E.is Geent,
despite certain conflicting pints i its legislation, ha cepted 'the:
Article and would amend it;8islation if and when tAge'men is t

thefrquX:00elafft.fi;ds;0t:U f.Sf: D f f
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into effect definitively. At this stage, however, he felt that no useful
purpose would be served by a study of the application of the principles
of Article VII.

With regard to nationality of manufactured goods, he fully agreed
with the minority of the Working Party which "did not feel thatany
useful purpose would be served by attempting to draft a uniform
definition atthis stage andthat in any case any such attempt would be
fruitless".

Mr. PAPATSONIS (Greece) said his Government attached great importance
to the recommendations of the Working Party. In commenting on the drafts
submitted to his Government after the Sixth Session, his Government had
raised the question of reciprocity and had suggested that the substance
of the recommendations on documentary requirements and consular formalities
be adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES in the form of legal obligations
binding upon all governments. His delegation which had participated in
the Working Party had, however, been convinced by the arguments brought
forward that no action could be taken on the lines suggested. He therefore
agreed with the contents of the reports on the understanding that a final
decision on the acceptance of the Samples Convention would rest with his
Government.

Mr. ASHFORDsaid that, as the representative of the United Kingdom
had stated, the Working Partyrequestedonly that the CONTRACTING PARTIES
finalize the text so that the Convention might be opened for signature.
The fact that governments would need to give careful scrutinyto theprovisionsoftheConventionhadbeenbornein mind by theWorking Party
and for that reason it had been suggestedthat the Convention would not
be open for signture bfore 1 February 1952.

To the representative of Turkey he wished to say that the reference
to thepossibility that a certificate of originmight be required in
certain cases, was onlymade at that point in passing and that it was not
thought necessary tospecifythe particular cases where it could be
required. The Working Party did cosiderwhether it was appropriate

toreferin the recommendations on documentary requirements to consular
invoices as possibly being necessary in certain cases although their
abolition in therecommendationson consular formalities was recommended.
With regard to the recommendation,originallyproposedbytheInternational theernational
ChoasmlbrfeeDe o~l~ waroehacpnua be a flat charge not i
vpruopoortionate t,o thWoeale f thte goodsthe rking Pary hoped that this
echcadrewonuld,.b s stzdutuo s eceioito cburdentoonite an eo-es re
ctraders ealven isinnetts.he ase of sml congmn

>s:nta~l eRtoeS epheeticv oef sioutAftra, eh, sad ta th
fullyWoa;ns deat tblrl ctha Atole VIIof thea GenerlmentsAgreeD;e:neeappliedd:onley ullestextentba to tohs stnot tthexistingincnatet wr
legidatio, but the qfvuestioon o~ uatinmfor custos purposes was of
suctgriatt;ineres both toe-tgovnerntrmnes ar tXass thijt thye maoritron : , X, .,' V",, '' ,i .4:,''' ,,,: ,,;,',,; ', ',X0tA ,'' 't;.0'f" ;''tsf,00tE ;'000dt0 V;;ffff0
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of the Working Party decided that its study should be purposed
further in order to provide the CONTRACTING PARTIES with a basis for
any course of action they might wish to take. The collection of
information would imply no commitment on governments.

The CHAIRMAN confirmed that the contracting parties, at this meeting
would only be asked to finalize the text; governments would then have
time until at least 1 February 1953 in which to decide whether they wished
to sign the Convention.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES, subject to the reservations expressed by
some representatives,adopted the reports and annexes submitted by
the Working Party and agreed that these documents be de-restricted on
15 November, 1952.

The CHAIRMAN associated himself with the congratulations of
previous speakers to the Working Party and its Chairman.

2. Balance-of-PaymentImportRestrictions - Reports of WorkingParty
(L/51, L/54 and L/55)
Mr. TONKIN (Australia), Chairman of the Working Party, introduced

the three reports, thankng the Working Party and the observers who had
attended the proceedings for their collaboration. He felt it was his
duty and pleasure to place onrecord the importantpart played by the
representatives of theFund and expressed his gratificationfor the
harmonious relations which had been established between the two
international bodies. The new approach whichley emphasis on both the
commercial and financial aspects rather than on the purelyfinancialciA
aspects, as had beeniprncipally the case in the pastad, ovedhprmost
successfulo. Nt onadlyhthe scope ofe th consultationeenwideneds b
but theinteresthadbeenenhanced/.Hee h the three reen;.,ed.' H proposed tatet e'e
reports betknseparate4ymentL/51)Mr.Tonkinexplainedthat hT: ig to th 'r r t(Doin -h

itc mpleted withscveovcountries,ered,he couitatoni'wJ h b'eeo Pltd:7btIIie.: wance;-ndlfand' seaNetherlandsne 4(b); withi d th Itherb
tualna,der 17andtheUnitedKingdom:ndg-): rid,wi Asri4 Ceyl'riWd b

:;b:) nd sV :(g)v- The rieentoatismsosf thse gvcerrnnente a ini acted
tnhalt toteohey hadtakexpressedbyoteful nf thce nvieawsher contratig prties

:ws ha these vnieyee*B otheirgovernmentsforwods be covad c ration.gPacrmmagraph 4t ,eoondNTRACTINGPARTIESed etnha tofthee pCO1ak ste-1eortaacnnsultationswiththesegovernmentswereconcludedwiththedrecorttolhsoemleeecnlddwtiththadoption :reezd thAtr report

th 'i , a; e t c t i th

:Afric ndeX Article 11(g ad WthuhrR:hodeiat dr- AriceXI1(g
and':'') 'nt suc '"brneas theTuoN Gon:l t 'nS-tai
relevant to them0 0;0 0

\ f e f § v f * . -_
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Pursuant to paragraph (e) of its terms of reference, the Working
Party had initiated consultations with eight contracting parties
which in its judgment had changed their balance-of-payment import
restrictions since the Sixth Session in such a manner as to make
consultations appropriate under Article XII:4(b). Of these consultations,
two namely with Ceylon and Pakistan, had been completed as indicated
above. The Working Party recommended that, in order to give the
Governments and the International Monetary Fund adequate time for
preparation, the consultations with Brazil, Chile, Finland, Sweden,
New Zealand and the Union of South Africa under Article XII:4(b)
be postponed until after the present Session. In connection with these
consultations the Working Party recommended that the Intersessional
Committee be authorized toconduct, or to set up a working party to
conduct, consultations intersessionally with any governments with Which
it might be found convenient, so that they might be concluded at the
Eighth Session.

Mr. ADARKAR (India) paid tribute to the Chairman and the Working
Party for the manner and understanding with which they had fulfilled
their task; this was of particular importance in view of the example
that might be set for future consultations. The reports clearly reflected
the ramifications of the War in Korea; all the countries which had
engaged in consultations had invoked the effects of thepost-Korean
crisis in support of the measures which they had taken in restricting
imports. He alluded to the necessity of international measures being
taken to stabilize commodity markets without which restrictions could
not be eliminated.

The CONTRACTING -PARTIESadopted the recommendations and suggestions
contained in paragraphs 1, 3, 4 and 54 of the first report, andapproved
the report as a whole.

Mr. TONKIN (Australia) then introduced the second report of the Working
Party (L/54), by which the Working Party submitted for adoption the draft
it hadprepared for the "Third Annual Report on the Disoriminatory .:

Applicaaatce-ofiPaymon of Bln-ents Imcport ",Reandtreitions rferred in
ptoartricular paagraph2 which related to the qureports reired to be
made annually by the CONTRAICTING PARTES oniminanyy discrator measures
still being takean by contrctingH parties. e menttioned tha most of the
contracting parties applying discriminatory restrictfuinosns had rihed
the naecessary dta but that two governments hasd not adOCTRvCTied theONAING
PtARTIES yw ier'the maintainedvv-restrictsV nmeasthure uder es rovision
of Ar.ticle XIaI The drft report prepared byi thePaWorkng rty was based
ont statmevensfrmrteceid nmentsen over ocernatesyaredss, mr
supphliIeternd by te nateiaoynaul Montr Fnd, andurthon the sfer sdiscusion
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which had taken place at the present sessions. It was devoted to an
examination of the changes that had taken place in the discriminatory
practices of governments since the close of the last Session and, in
addition, it examined some of the commercial implications as well a the
financial basis for the discriminatory policies pursued.

U SAW OHN TIN (Burma) informed the CONTRACTING PARTIES that
according to information he had received the data required of his
Government had been dispatched; if it should reach him after the end
of the Session, he would forward it to the Executive Secretary.

Mr. RIBU (Norway) said he was gratified to note that the in-
tention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to lay greater stress on the trade
aspects of restrictions had been carried out by the Working Party with
interesting and useful results. Section IV of the second report, for
instance, expressed views and drew conclusions mainly concerning the
incidental effects which trade barriers may have upon the price and
cost structures of different countries. The CONTRACTING PARTIES were
here confronted with some of the most important and difficult problems
of international trade: problems connected with the absence of con-
vertibility of currencies and the closely allied problems arising out
of the differences in world price levels for goods and services. In the
opinion of his delegation, the opportunity should have been taken to deal
more closely with the main causes of these structural problems. They
were, however, glad that some progress had been made in this field with
the present report and hoped that at the next Session a more comprehensive
analysis could be made.

Mr. van der PEIJL (Netherlands) said that the report on the
discriminatory application of restrictions dealt only with certain
trade aspects and had not laid enough stress on the problems which
countries with balance-of-payment difficulties areexperiencing in
their attempts to increase their exports. There was without doubt a
very close relationship between import restrictions caused by balance-of-
payment difficulties and other barriers which impeded the expansion of
international trade. The CONTRACTING PARTIES should recognize that
the opening of frontiers to imports by substantial reduction of tariffs
and other barriers would promote international trade and consequently
bring about a relaxation of quantitative restrictions.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Working Party had proved that the
CONTRACTING PARTIES had fallowed the proper course in deciding to give
greater consideration to trade factors in their analysist. Trade
restrictions had been shown to be the symptomsof underlying causes
which the CONTRACTINGPARTIES would have an opportunity to investigate
at the next Session.
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The CONTRACTING PARTIES approved the second report of the
Working Party andadopted the text for the Third Annual Report on
the discriminatory application of import restrictions as drafted by
the Working Party.

Mr. TONKIN (Australia) presented the third report of the Working
Party which dealt with procedures for the annual consultations and
the reporting in 1953 as well as for the initiation of consultations
between sessions. He drew attention to the questionnaire annexed to
the report which was an up-to-date revision of the earlier questionnaire
prepared on the basis of the experience of this Session and taking
into account the new emphasis on the trade aspects of the import
restrictions . The questionnaire was so designed that contracting parties
applying import restrictions would be required to furnish in 1953 a
new and complete description of their restrictions. The Working Party
recommended that the Executive Secretary be authorized to prepare a
draft of the fourth annual report on the basis of the replies to the
questionnaire and, if necessary, to communicate with the governments
to seek any additional information. As for the procedure for consultations
in 1953 it was proposed that the same procedures followed in 1952 be
adopted. Resulting from a review of the existing intersessional
procedures, two recommendations were presented by the Working Party.
The purpose of these two recommendations as contained in paragraph 11,
was to ensure that any consultations which may become appropriate
under Article XII:4(b) would be initiated without undue delay. Finally,
the Working Party recommended that the procedures for action on matters
arising in Articles XII-XIV between sessions as approved at the Third
Session and modified at the Sixth Session be confirmed to operate between
the Seventh and Eighth Sessions, subject to the amendment mentioned above
designed to strengthen the efficacy of the procedures in respect of
Article XII:4(b).

Mr. ADARKAR (India), referring to the new questionnaire, said that,
although it was drafted in the form of recommendations, he had no
instruction and would have to reserve his position. Referring to question
6 he asked under which provision of the Agreement, governments were to be
asked to describe the rôle played by prices in determining licensing
policy.

Mr. SVEC (Czechoslovakia) also wished to reserve his position
because his Government had not had time to examine the questionnaire.

Mr.HAGEMANN (Germany) expressed agreement in principle with the
proposed procedures and support for any initiative tending to avoid,
in theapplication of restrictions, any unnecessary damage to the
commercial or economic interests of contracting parties. Recalling the

decision to invite Finland to consult, he wished to refer to the danger
that countries may be required to consult after having reimposed
restrictions which a temporary improvement in their payments position
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had induced them to relax. This might have the effect of discouraging
governments from taking action as soon as an improvement in its payments
position was evident and he asked that action of this kind should not be
considered by the Chairman and the Executive Secretary as constituting
a prima face case for consultations. As to the rest of the report his
delegation agreed to maintain the present intersessional procedure for the
examination of import restrictions and with the other recommendations
contained in the report.

Mr. TONKIN, replying to the delegate for India, said that the Working
Party, on the basis of its experience this year, thought it would be help-
ful if on future occasions the CONTRACTING PARTIES were given information
concerning the procedures adopted in such matters, and he referred to the
relevant passage in paragraph 4 of the Working Party's report.

In reply to the representative of Germany he wished to state that the
Working Party had, in the case of Finland, taken into due account the fact
that certain restrictions had been imposed as a consequence of a change
for the worse in the situation which had earlier induced the Finnish Govern-
ment to relax them.

The third report of the Working Party was adopted by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES.

Mr. ANDERSON (International Monetary Fund) wished to thank on behalf of
the Fund the Chairman of the Working Party for his kind remarks and to
express the pleasure of the Fund representatives over the harmonious way in
which working relationships had developed.

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Working Party and its Chairman and expressed the
appreciation of the CONTRACTING PARTIES for the work they had done. On
behalf of the CONTRACTING PARTIES he also wished to thank the representatives
of the International Monetary Fund for their most helpful collaboration.

3. Belgium's Allocations Familiales - Report of Panel on Complaints (G/32)

Mr. ISBISTER (Canada and Chairman of the Panel) introduced the report
of the Panel and explained that thelegal issues were so involved that the
Panel considered that it would be/for the CONTRACTING PARTIES to arrive at
a definitive ruling. Although in fact the Belgian law appeared mandatory
on the Government, one exception had nevertheless been made for a country
whose system of family allowances did not fully meet the requirements of the
Belgian law and doubts were thus cast on the extent to which the Belgian
legislation fulfilled all the conditions justifying an exception under the
Protocol of Provisional Application. The Panel therefore suggested that the
CONTRACTINGPARTIES recommend that the Belgian Government expedite the
consideration and adoption of measures necessary to remove the discrimination
and report not later than the opening of the Eighth Session.
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Mr. SEIDENFADEN (Denmark) thanked the Chairman and the Panel
for their work and expressed the hope that if the CONTRACTING PARTIES
adopted the Panel's recommendation, the problem would be promptly
solved.

The CONTRACTING PARTIESadopted the report of the Panel and the
recommendation contained therein.

M. Le GHAIT (Belgium) said that his Government would certainly
endeavour to put into effect the recommendations of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES and paid tribute to the work done by the Panel in clarifying
some difficult legal issues. He thanked the representatives of Demark
and Norway for their spirit of collaboration.

Mr. RIBU (Norway) thanked the Panel and the representative of
Belgium and hoped that a prompt solution would be reached.4. Status of the Protocols and Schedules(L/53)

The CHAIRMAN called the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES
to docment L/53 which listed the contractinig parties which had still
to sign certain protocols. He asked governments to give attention to
thematter and to advise the Executive Secretary when they expected to
sign. He submitted to the CONTRACTING PARTIES for their approval the
draft decisions, contained in document L/53, to grant extensions of
time to sign the Torquary Protocol tothe Governments of Brasil and the
Philippines and for the Torquay and Annecy Protocols to the Government
of Uruguay. Should the CONTRACTING PARTIES also wish to grant extensions
to the Governments of Nicaragua and Korea amendments to the decision
relating to Brazil and the Philippines were contained in document L/53/Add.l
for this purpose.

Mr. SVEC (Czechosvakia) referring to the proposed amendment so as
grant an extension to Krea, said that this departed from the latest

discussions held in the CONTRACTING PARTIES on the subject. He was
opposedto granting an extension of time to the southern part of Korea
not only because his Government did not recognize Korea, but also for
practical reasons. On the admission of the Koreans themselves, there
was no trade at the moment and they had not even requested an extensionof
time. His Government had opposed the accession of Korea to the Agreement
becausethey considered this a political and not aneconomicquestion.
Their view had been confirmed by the Korean note and he opposed granting
a further extensionoftime.

TheCHAIRMAN replied that he had been informed by the representative
of Korea at the present Session that his Government was considering the
question of the signatures of the Torquay Protocol and he did not think theCONTRACTING PARTIES would wanttodeprive them of this opportunity. rtunity.
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Dr. HEIMI (Indonesia) said that his Government had given
instructions for the signature of the First Protocol of Rectificatlons
and Modifications.

Mr. TREU (Austria) said that his Goverment required parliamentary
approval before it could take action but expected that signature of
this Protocol would not be long delayed.

Mr. VALLADAO (Brasil) said that the signature of the First Protocol
of Rectifications and Modifications awaited signature of the Torquay
Protocol.

The first decision contained in L/53, as amended in accordance with
the note in L/53/Add.1, and the second decision as appearing in L/535. United States Subsidy on ExportsSultanas

Mr. PAPATSONIS (Greece) informed the CONTRACTING PARTIES that his
delegation had held bilateral discussions the delegation of the
United States in the course of which they supplied the United States+
representatiesv witha dditinoal niorfmaiton to show the real prejuiced

uff:red ;y has Governmentsaa a resVlt oo the United States subsidy:on
sultanas. In view of the short time vavailable and also because of the
electionswhich were being held in Greece and in the United States, it
was agreedthat bilateral discussions should continue after the Session.
He asked that the CONTRACTING PARTIESkeep the item on their agenda but
hopedthat in the next few months the bilateral discussions would have

Mr. ISIK (Turkey) confirmed the remarks made by the representative
of Greece. The first meeting with the representatives of the United
States had shown that there was not enough information or time available
and that the consultations would have to continue. He supported the
Greek request that the items be kept on the ageda of the CONTRACTING

PARTIES.t~ 0 jct -o ;:
Mr. VERNON (United/ )trte)ofe .remarks twopevioiusspeackrs radequateinformationforthepurpose ofegarding the lak,of e of.

detersubsidyonmining the Turkey.HehopedjhHeffects of the Greece a . e; o;ioninthecourseofthebilateralit would be pospl to- fa o n n
discusseionoand had eno obheagenda.jection to the retnt on4 the itm ont enda.

Mvr.n TONKX (Austointerestedralia) recalled that.his Goerrnnt was als erested
; f 0;f~t.hfis atter andhe agendatook''oee'ATagreed iP'retainthisitemon took nt andto nh n'

The meeting our at :5pm'' '':" ' ., :':i t;' ':'0. ' .:, -,.' ' ,ri ,'', .:' . : ,01


